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She makes fair points. In Segal's case, the manufacturer of Levoxyl, King Pharmaceuticals, a subsidiary of Pfizer,
announced in March that it was recalling the drug because of "complaints from pharmacists and patients of an
uncharacteristic odor. The Burbank resident called CVS to complain and was told that she had to cancel her automatic
refill order separately. A drug shortage isn't the fault of a drugstore. July 22, David Lazarus. The rep explained that
Segal's usual med, Levoxyl, couldn't be obtained, so CVS called her doctor and received permission to send her a similar
drug, Synthroid, instead. Deja vu all over again. Problem was, the letter was included with the new medication, not sent
in advance of the mail-order shipment. CVS' Cramer said that in response to my bringing this to the company's attention,
Curcuruto will be allowed to return the drug refill for a full refund. Christine Cramer, a CVS Caremark spokeswoman,
declined to comment when I asked what rights patients should have in situations like Segal's. It seems absurd to require
patients to jump through such hoops themselves. All sales are final. Copyright Los Angeles Times. It's not unheard of
for pharmacies to swap out one drug for another if there's a shortage. Unwanted meds Speaking of which, Adele
Curcuruto, 55, told me that CVS refilled a prescription for her thyroid medicine recently even though she'd watched her
doctor cancel the prescription online. Have a consumer question? If CVS' computers could receive word from
Curcuruto's doctor about the canceled prescription, those computers should have no difficulty canceling all related
services. Moreover, CVS' response doesn't address the potentially thousands of other customers who also may find
themselves paying more for a substitute med they never requested or approved. Segal, 56, called to complain. Send your
tips or feedback to david.Synthroid (Levothyroxine Sodium) drug information and medication overview. Learn more
about Synthroid and refill or transfer your prescription online. Visit unahistoriafantastica.com for more details.
Synthroid Oral tablet 50mcg Drug Medication Dosage information. Learn about the reported side effects, related class
drugs, and how these medications will affect your daily lifestyle. Visit unahistoriafantastica.com for more details.
Synthroid Oral tablet drug summary. Find medication information including related drug classes, side effects, patient
statistics and answers to frequently asked questions. Visit unahistoriafantastica.com for more details. Compare prices
and print coupons for Synthroid (Levothyroxine) and other Thyroid Cancer, Hypothyroidism, and Goiter drugs at CVS,
Walgreens, and other pharmacies. Prices The lowest GoodRx price for the most common version of levothyroxine is
around $, 44% off the average retail price of $ Compare. Synthroid Price. Synthroid is a prescription medicine
formulated to restore the hormone balance in your thyroid. Its active ingredient, levothyroxine sodium, is used for
treating hypothyroidism CVS Pharmacy. 50mcg, 30 tablets, $ mcg, 30 tablets, $ mcg, 30 tablets, $ mcg, 30 tablets, $
Make sure you're getting the absolute lowest price for your Synthroid when insurance isn't covering it. Walgreens, CVS,
grocery stores, Walmart, Costco.. Tell them you're considering transferring your prescription and you'd like to get a
price without insurance. It might take a whole day in total, but it can be. Purchase Discount Medication! Synthroid Cost
At Cvs. Fastest Shipping, Generic Synthroid Levothyroxine Sodium. Outstanding Online Pharmacy Customer Service.
Leading Online Regulated Pharmacy. Price Of Synthroid Cvs. Drug Prices From Verified Online Pharmacies. Provide
High Quality & Discounted Generic Drugs. The CVS Pharmacy rep I was talking to on the phone said that CVS only
dispenses brand name Synthroid when presented with a generic levothyroxine prescription and charges for the generic
price. Does anyone have any experience with this? It would certainly be cheaper than paying for brand name. Find out if
your medication is covered and what it will cost based on your benefit plan. We'll show you lower-cost options, if
available. Please keep in mind that the price shown may not accurately reflect what you will pay at the pharmacy. Your
actual price may vary depending on your benefit plan design, deductibles.
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